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…on Drinking

Our Youth Today. Our Future Tomorrow  

• WEEKLY SPORTS – NOW ON 
SUNDAYS 

Date:  Every SUNDAY 
Where:  Navnat Hall, Hayes 
What:  Sports! 
Time: 11.30am-3pm 
Contact:  Rikesh/Kunal– 07932376361/ 

07930478641 or 
sports@navnat.com 

• VARIETY SHOW (20 March) 
Date:  20 March 
Where:  Navnat Hall, Hayes 
What:  Lots of performers, dances, 

singers, a play, fashion show 
Time: 5.30pm onwards 
Contact:  Roopal Mehta : 07960176 971 

Amit Lathia : 07814001 907 
varietyshow@navnat.com 

 Important NYA Contact Details 
President    - Roopal Mehta -  07960176971 / youth.president@navnat.com 
Membership Secretary - Sachhin Kothari -  07951223023 / youth.membership@navnat.com 
PR Officer    - Amisha Shah -  07904708314 / youth@navnat.com 
Treasurer    - Amit Lathia -   07814001907 / youth.treasurer@navnat.com 
Secretary    - Avni Shah -  07825314548 / youth.president@navnat.com 

Letter from the Editor 
I was chilling with a few friends the other day, having a pint, when 
someone told a story of one of his friends, who had never been 
allowed to drink growing up, and was now about to enter 
university. After exams had ended, they had all attended a house 
party, which had ended with his friend having gone all out on the 
alcohol and ending up being “ill” in the house. Unexpectedly, his 
parents had come along and had seen him in a bit of a state. 
Unsurprisingly, a raging hangover wasn’t the only thing he woke 
up to the following morning! 
 
Alcohol is undoubtedly seen as “cool” when you are younger, a 
way to be a bit of a rebel, and a right of passage in many social 
groups. Conversations between groups of lads can be as simple 
as “mate, I had about 10 shots the other day…”; the only thing 
different in girls’ convos is the type of drink being discussed!  
 
At uni, a common experience is seeing kids who hadn’t been 
permitted to touch alcohol before go “all out” with their new found 
freedom. Of course, you would see that many kids who did have 
alcohol prior to uni still went “all out”! So is it a good thing to keep 
kids away from alcohol for as long as possible by banning them 
from drinking as they grow up? Join The Debate on Pages 6&7 
 
In different countries, there are different cultures of drinking. Our 
feature article (page 5) discusses some of these cultures to see 
how we are placed in Britain.  
 
NEW!: Our music article discusses: Has urban music changed 
over the last 10 years? Page 8. 
 
The highest grossing Bollwood film EVER. See what all the fuss 
is about with our review of 3 Idiots, page 10.  
 
Jhumpa Lahiri is an exciting cross-cultural writer. Read why our 
reviewer enjoys her book with the review of Unaccustomed 
Earth, page 10, a collection of short stories.  
 
Find out all you need to know in our career one-stop-shop as to 
how to become a PHARMACIST. (Pages 11 and 12).    
 
Finally, please contribute or give feedback on our NYA 
Fanpage on Facebook, by text/phone on 07912510052 or by 
email at youth.publisher@navnat.com  
 Yours, Sagar Kothari

March 2010
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W h y  s h o u l d  y o u  a t t e n d ? 
You should attend if you are curious to 
experience a unique and modern approach to 
learning and applying Jainism in your daily life, 
as well as meeting other like-minded individuals, 
enjoying delicious Jain food and more.


W h o  i s  i t  f o r ? 
The convention is for you no matter what your 
age. Whether you are studying, working or 
retired, the convention experience welcomes 
and awaits you.


H o w  m u c h  i s  i t ?  ( P r ic e s  L o w e r e d ! ) 
Young Jains Members/Students - £25
Non YJ Members - £35
Special Kids-only Convention - FREE
NOTE: Prices rise on 1st May


G e t  i n  t o u c h . . . 
Email: convention@youngjains.org.uk
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As the ship of your life fills with water, we will show how to empty it so you can safely cross the ocean

www.youngjains.org.uk/convention

voyage to freedom
CROSSING THE OCEAN

Y o u n g  J a i n s  U K  C o n v e n tio n  - 2 7 th  to  2 9 th  A u g u st 2 0 1 0 
Canons High School, Shaldon Road, Edgware, HA8 6AL

Find out more & register your interest at...

Are you ready to cross the ocean of 
life, faith and spirituality?

3-day all inclusive Voyage!
Are you looking for a break this August bank holiday - a 
break with something for everyone? If so, why not get 
onboard the Young Jains’ Voyage to Freedom and cross 
the ocean to enjoy the bank holiday with a difference… 

Tour Overview: This is the 8th such journey Young 
Jains are embarking on in the form of a convention 
entitled “Voyage to Freedom: Crossing the Ocean”. We 
will deliver insights into Jainism in an easy, accessible 
way so that you will be able to understand the Jain 
teachings clearly and apply them to enhance your 
immediate practical life as well as your long-term need 
for spiritual fulfilment. 

On-board Entertainment: Using modern techniques, 
interactive workshops, music, story- telling and many 
other forms of media, our onboard crew members will 
look to explore Jain philosophies with the view of being 
able to implement Jainism into your daily working life.

Areas Explored: We’ll explore the Law of Karma by 
visiting the islands of Tattvas (Truths)... Our exploration 
will be centred on gaining greater insight of the majesty 
of the path to Moksha, and seeking to understand how 
various practices of the tradition facilitate the spiritual 
journey. More information can be found online...

First 100 Navnat Registrations 
Claim your FREE gift pack worth £15. 
Quote “Navnat” and you will receive a Free Gift Pack 
worth £15 including our magazine, a kid’s book, a 
reading book, and much more.



Every SUNDAY
Navnat Hall, Hayes

11.30am-3pm

Badminton, Chess, Football and 
other sports

For more details: 
Call Rikesh on 07932376361 or

Kunal on 07930478641
Or email sports@navnat.com

IMPORTANT: No longer on 
WEDNESDAYS, NOW ON 

SUNDAYS

Ingredients:
Oil
1 Capsicum
1 Tomato Puree Tin
1 Tbsp Oregano
Chilli (to taste)
Salt (to taste)
Sugar (to taste)
1 Sweet Corn Tin
Garlic powder
8 Medium potatoes
Cheese (to taste)
Butter
2 Tomatoes

Serving for two people
Method:
Take a pan, put 2 table spoon of oil. Let the oil warm up. Cut capsicum into small pieces and 
once the oil is warm, put the capsicum in and let it cook till it goes soft.

Put in the tomato puree and mix it with the capsicum. Then add salt, sugar, chilli, garlic and 
two tea spoon of oregano. Mix it and let it cook, till it thickens.

Peel the potatoes, and shred it using the cheese grater. Put it in a bowl and add a bit of salt 
to it. Mix it and leave it for 8 minutes to soften the potato but also for the salt to marinate into 
the potatoes.

Take the non stick flat pan and heat it. Then take enough potato (size of a cricket ball), and 
squeeze the water out. Put butter on the non stick pan and then spread grated potato evenly, 
ensuring the base is not to thin (size of the pizza is up to you).

Then spread the butter around the edge of the potato and on the top. Cover with the lid and 
let it cook, till the bottom is golden brown. Flip the base over and spread the tomato sauce 
evenly. Add, capsicum, sweet corn, and tomato pieces on top of the pizza (base) and spread 
the cheese.

Cover it once again for couple of minutes and let the cheese melt. And VOILA!!!! you have 
your Hash Brown aka Potato Pizza.

P.s Sauce made as per one's taste.

by Avni Shah

Address: Haymarket, Central 
London, Suffolk Place, London 
SW1Y 4HX 
Nearest Tube: Piccadilly Circus
Type: Indian
Price: Expensive
Veggie choice: Good

A posh Indian restaurant: I wasn’t 
expecting too much, but from the 
moment you step into here, you feel 
special. From the hostess (gorgeous)
to the decor (gorgeous) to the atmosphere (buzzing), everything feels 
smooth and sophisticated. As you enter, you pass a bar area, which was, 
surprisingly, very lively. It was quite full, a group of ladies enjoying a few 
drinks, decked out in a variety of colours and Indian outfits. We asked to 
be seated away from the bar area, so that we did not have to worry about 
the noise. A cursory glance at the menu revealed the high price you pay 
for such ambience. For starters, the date and I ordered a vege platter. It 
arrived, presentation delicious, but quantity looking very small, containing 
2 large pieces of panneer stuffed with date and apricot, 2 small stuffed 
peppers, and 2 petis. The date was dubious, but was won over by the
texture of the panneer (best she’s ever tasted (no mean feat!)) and the taste of the date and apricot stuffing. 
The peppers were delicious, the petis so so. We ordered a mix mushroom subzi for mains, the taste being 
similar to restaurants back home, the “something special” added by the texture and subtle differences of the 
3 different types of mushrooms used. For dessert, we shared a “chocolate heaven”, consisting of chocolate 
fondant, white chocolate ice cream and a toffee block. It looked fantastic, it tasted even better, and the 
quantity was just enough that the chocolate didn’t become too sickly sweet. The staff were very 
accommodating, ensuring special presentation for the date’s birthday. For drinks, I had a glass of wine (the 
most expensive = £8.50), which has now given me a taste for red, expensive wines! and the date had a 
Mojito (cocktail). All in all, a great place to go for that special occasion, we were treated excellently, service, 
staff and food all top notch. Very recommended.                 by Anonymous Rating: 4/5

Have a restaurant to rate? let me know: 
youth.publisher@navnat.com
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Culture Vultures 
Film Review – 3 Idiots -  

 

- Unaccustomed Earth - Book Review 

PHARMACY – Rajiv Mehta 
Making a difference, advising customers on what they should and shouldn’t be doing,  

The opportunity to choose where to work……. 
Day to day life…. ……..A-Levels and university advice...........How much can you earn? 

Find out the answers to these and more at our one-stop-careers-shop 
.……………….Pages 11 and 12 

Review of Under 18s NYA Meet and Greet  
N/A 

 
Review of Cooking Workshop 

N/A 
 

Debate: Parents banning kids from drinking…good or bad? 
Parents obviously have concerns when it comes to their kids drinking. In Western culture 
(and now even in India), drinking with friends is not only sociable, but from a young age, 
becomes a way to be with the “in crowd”. Is it better for the adults to try and ensure they 

know about their kids’ drinking, or is it better to keep them away from it as long as possible 
and  enforce rules preventing them from drinking at all? It's a dilemma, with pros and cons 

on each side. Which side do you agree with? Join our debate 
.……….Pages 6 and 7 

Has urban music changed over the last 10 years? – Kunal Mehta 
The urban music scene has changed more in the last 10 years than in the previous 20 years 

combined. Much of this change has been down to infrastructure and technology changes, however 
has the music itself changed?!………………Page 8 

Rumour Has It – by Miss T 
Find out the latest Bollywood gossip with Miss T……….………….Page 9 

Log on to 
navnat.com  

online 
version of 
Focus for  
full articles 

Page 10 

Page 10 

Feature article – Drinking culture round the world 
Britain very much has a binge-drinking culture, and lots of ppl blame that on the 

weather. But the weather is colder in Russia, Finland and Scandinavia….so do they 
have a similar drinking culture? What about in France, Spain, Italy, where it is more 
Mediterranean? Japan and China? Australia? We speak to people who have visited 

these places and see what they think the culture of alcohol is there 
……..Page 5 

Join our 
Facebook 

Fan club to 
give your 
opinion 



 

 

 
 

Continental Culture 
In France, drinking has none of the in-your-face explicitness that is prevalent in British culture and 
alcohol is treated more as a compliment to food than a mode of inebriation. People will enjoy a 
glass or bottle of wine with their evening meal at home with the family. Children are encouraged to 
taste and appreciate wine at home from a young age. Youths still drink excessively, however, the 
general culture is one of sophistication and enjoyment, where drinking is something to do when 
doing something else, rather than being an activity in itself. Per head, alcohol consumption is 
actually higher in France than the UK but it is slowly declining whereas in the UK consumption has 
increased fairly rapidly over the last four decades.  
 
Spain has a similar drinking cultures on its mainland. Sangria is the drink of choice, and beer/wine 
is regularly consumed at lunch. The coastal resort areas of Spain (Marbella, Tenerife etc) are more 
tourist haunts which cater for holidayers who enjoy drinking, and streets full of bar after bar is not 
uncommon. On mainland, Spain also has decreasing consumption rates, as does Italy. 
 
Australia 
This is the place to be if you enjoy drinking, all along the coast thousands of Aussies and 
backpackers gather with an array of bars and clubs. Although known, correctly, for its love of beer, 
Australia has recently been at the forefront of the new world wines, which are becoming more and 
more popular all over the world. With the hot summers, and many bbqs, people will have a drink at 
lunch without thinking twice....beer is drunk with as much thought as we give to drinking chai. 
 
Singapore 
In Singapore drinking is heavily discouraged through the imposition of taxes. Although one can find 
cheap alcohol in off licences, drinks at a bar will because upward from 7 pounds a pint/glass of 
wine....very soon, you’ll realise u can't afford too many drunken nights out! You won't find very 
many people at all staggering from bars throwing up everywhere.....one reason is the cost and the 
other is the punishment that can await you for littering and behaving in a drunk manner. Singapore 
is very strict and as a result going out is both fun and clean! 
 
Britain 
Some blame it on the cold weather, others blame it on the lack of anything else to do, but 
whatever the reason, it is true that Britain has a binge drinking culture. Two thirds of adults drink 
at least once a week and the government estimates that 10 million people exceed daily limit 
guidelines. Low cost alcohol at supermarkets, happy hours, and the competitive nature of Brits 
mean that at home, and abroad, excess drinking is seen as a norm and even a right of passage. 
The government tried to alleviate this by extending pubs opening times past 11pm but it seems 
ingrained in young people to drink to excess before heading for a night out.  
 
India 
Of the World Health Organization's data on alcohol use, India has been among the bottom 15 
percent of nations in terms of per capita alcohol consumption for most of the past 40 years. As of 
2003, the average Indian citizen consumed 0.3 litres of alcohol, roughly the amount in a drinking 
glass. However, recently, there has been a rise in drinking in both Indian men and women. The 
number of bars in the major cities across India is growing, the youth of today are watching more 
and more western movies and being influenced by western culture, and even in Bollywood movies, 
alcohol is increasingly shown being drunk as a sign of success and sophistication and parties are 
constantly shown where drunken boys and girls are shown having a great time. The government 
continues to ban alcohol ads on television to stem the tide of drinking, however, advertisers have 
just subverted the ban with surrogate ads. So, as Indian society has outpaced alcohol regulations, 
future governmental warnings of alcohol's health effects may become regarded as equally 
irrelevant. 

 
By Sagar Kothari



 

 

Parents obviously have concerns when it comes to their kids drinking. In Western culture (and now even in 
India), drinking with friends is not only sociable, but from a young age, becomes a way to be with the “in 

crowd”. Is it better for the adults to try and ensure they know about their kids’ drinking, or is it better to keep 
them away from it as long as possible and  enforce rules preventing them from drinking at all? It's a dilemma, 

with pros and cons on each side. Which side do you agree with? 
 

Yes, it is good to ban kids from drinking 

Underage drinking poses real risks to teenagers. Not only does alcohol consumption have physical 
risks, but drinking puts children at risk to a host of other problems. Children who drink are often 
unaware of the harm that they are doing to themselves, so it is up to parents to do all that they can to 
keep their kids alcohol-free. This is not to say that children are silly, or childish. However, even the most 
mature teen may believe he is making an informed decision, without really being aware of the 
consequences that it may have. 

In a world where drinking is glamorized in teenagers’ tv shows such as “two and a half men” or seen as 
‘just part of the way of the world’ such as in “90210”, it is a parents’ duty to keep alcohol away from their 
children for as long as possible. Teenagers’ friends may drink all the time, and they may come under 
intense pressure to ‘try this drink’, or ‘have that shot’, but if there is some fear about their parents 
finding out, the teen will think twice about having that drink, especially if he has to go home afterwards. 
By doing this, a teen will drink less. During the teen years, the human body and brain is still developing. 
By condoning, or turning a blind eye, to a teenager going out every week ‘for a drink or two’, you are 
contributing to the harm that the teen is doing to his body. This could cause lasting damage, not only to 
the liver, but also to other body parts.  

There are also mental consequences as well as physical consequences. If you ban your child from 
drinking, they will never drink around you or family members. This will encourage normal social 
interaction from a young age. They will not become dependent on alcohol to socialize, or see it as 
normal to be able to only talk to new people when they have a drink in their hand. Additionally, if they 
see cousins/friends becoming drunk at family/other functions, but they themselves are not drinking 
because you have banned them, they may see some of the silly actions that their cousins/friends may 
get up to as a consequence of being drunk. This will deter them from future excesses, even if 
eventually they do start drinking. 

Finally, it is important to let a teenager/youth mature enough before drinking freely, so as to be aware of 
the damage it can cause by bingeing. Teens or youths who are banned from drinking will only openly 
and freely drink once they are old enough. This means they will be more mature, more aware and less 
likely to binge or cause harm to themselves or others. It is a hard question, but you have to feel that you 
have done enough to prepare your children for the world. By imposing limits on alcohol from a young 
age, children will grow up seeing that alcohol is not the ‘be all and end all’ and that they can cope 
perfectly well without it. This can only benefit them in their futures.    

What do you think? 

By Annoymous 

See next page for the argument that immigration is good…. 

What do you think? Email me at youth.publisher@navnat.com….I can publish your view anonymously 
or with your name…or join the debate on facebook on the NYA fanpage 



 

THE DEBATE: No it is not good to ban children from drinking 
42% of young people questioned in a survey for “Positive Futures”, a Home Office funded scheme, admitted to 
have started drinking when they were 13 or under, with over a quarter getting drunk just ‘for the sake of it’. Britain 
has the highest rate of underage drinkers in Europe, and a very open culture of binge drinking. It is simply a fact 
of life that at a young age, most teens will get exposed to alcohol, even if it is only a first drink had in secret with 
friends to ‘see what it tastes like’ or on a night out, where it has been snuck in as a method of rebellion or ‘growing 
up’.  

With this in mind, it has always been my opinion that parents who let teenagers sample alcohol, who make 
drinking less of a taboo, and who supervise their children while they taste alcohol are preparing their children for 
the world out there. In an age where adverts and tv shows humourise getting drunk, where the best adverts are 
for beers, where wine sponsors shows such as ‘Friends’, parents need to show their children that drinking can be 
normal, but in small quantities, that getting drunk isn’t the greatest thing in the world. Teens will only learn this 
through experience. Regardless of what others say about alcohol, most teenagers will only not  try drinking, will 
not drink or not get drunk as a consequence of their own personal experience.  This will happen with maturity (or 
spirituality as the teen gets older) or (at the beginning of the alcohol experience) if  they don’t like the taste of 
alcohol, or they realize that having a hangover is one of the worst feelings ever.  If it is the former, it is better that 
you introduce them to alcohol from a young age, a sip here, a sip there, when they are less likely to think that they 
like the taste of it. If it is the former, it is better that their first drunken experience, or their first bout of tipsiness is 
when you are there, so that you are able to keep an eye on what they do. The guilt of letting you down the next 
day will encourage lots of teens not to drink again for a while.  

By making drinking less of a taboo, a parent is preparing the teen for university and life afterwards. If a child is not 
allowed to drink, and then goes to university on campus, where his parents cannot see him, the world will feel like 
his oyster, and alcohol will feel like the only thing worth experiencing. This can at best mean he has a year of total 
boozing, or at worse, totally ruin a persons’ studies. By allowing the drinking at home, the child will still drink at 
university, but perhaps less so, having already experienced what it can be like to go crazy (under your watchful 
eye) and perhaps not enjoying it as much as he thought he might.  

While allowing drinking at family functions, a teen will be able to drink with cousins or other family members. Not 
only can this allow family to become closer through shared experiences, but it will also provide a safety net should 
your child get drunk. After all, blood is thicker than water. A cousin who is drunk will always get looked after (if 
mercilessly teased the next day) while a friend who is drunk may be left alone, or not looked after as properly. 

Finally, banning a teen from doing something creates barriers. If the teen does have a drink with his 
friends, he will not feel like he can share this information with you and will have to keep it secret. This is 
not the open relationship that a parent should have with their child, and can lead to mistrust and 
secrecy. By allowing drinking and encouraging the teen to talk to the parent with any problem or 
pressure the child has, the parent is fostering an open, caring environment, where the teen feels 
comfortable talking to the parent and explaining the pressures facing him. 

In summary, I believe that a child should not be banned from drinking. Everything in moderation is a 
good motto to abide by. By making drinking forbidden, a growing teen wants to try it more, will wait to 
try it, and will end up trying it anyway. By making it forbidden, even if the teen doesn’t enjoy it, he may 
do it as an act of rebellion. Finally, when the barriers are finally broken, the teen will then let loose, and 
there is a risk that it would affect him more than if he had been drinking in a controlled environment. 

By Annoymous 



 

 

 Has Urban Music changed over the last 10 years? 
 

By Kunal Mehta 
 
Since the early 1980s, urban music, especially in the UK, has become more popular. In the 1980s, 
urban music was described as a ‘musical genre defined by recordings of rhythm-and-blues or soul 
artists’.  Today this definition is no longer valid, but has a much wider meaning taking into account hip-
hop, garage, funky house, gospel and much more.  
 
Over the last 10 years, the music scene has changed more than the previous 20 years combined. With 
the introduction of the internet to laptops to mp3 players and now mobile phones, music is available to 
buy from the comfort of your home and within a few minutes. The effect of these changes from a 
technology and infrastructure view (especially in urban music) has been very noticeable, however has 
the actual music changed? 
 
To look at this more closely I going to take an example of a few artists over the years and the covers 
associated: 
 
Hard To Say I'm Sorry - Az Yet (Chicago) 
My First Love - Avant (Rene & Angela) 
Yesterday - Boyz II Men (The Beatles) 
My Prerogative - Britney Spears (Bobby Brown) 
I Will Survive - Chantay Savage (Gloria Gaynor) 
Ribbon In The Sky - Intro (Stevie Wonder) 
Walk This Way - Run DMC (Aerosmith) 
If I Were Your Girlfriend - TLC (Prince) 
Lady In My Life - Marc Nelson (Michael Jackson) 
I Want You - Marc Nelson (Marvin Gaye) 
I'm Still In Love With You - Al B Sure (Al Green) 
For The Love of Money - LeVert, Queen Latifah, Troop (O'Jays) 
Funkin' For Jamaica - Mariah Carey feat. Mystikal - from the "Glitter" Soundtrack  (Tom 
Browne) 
Outstanding - II D Extreme (The Gap Band) 
In The Rain - Keith Sweat (The Dramatics) 
Careless Whisper - Montell Jordan (George Michael) 
Killing Me Softly - The Fugees (Roberta Flack) 
I Adore Mi Amor - Najee (Stevie Wonder) 
Knockin' Da Boots - Pretty Ricky (H-Town) 
Sadie - R Kelly (The Spinners) 
How Can You Mend A Broken Heart - Ruben Studdard (1. The Bee Gees; 2. Al Green; 3. 
Teddy P.; 4. Joss Stone) 
Ebony Eyes - Silk (Rick James, Smokey Robinson) 
You Make Me Feel Like A Natural Woman - Mary J Blige (Aretha Franklin) 
Let's Stay Together - Tina Turner (Al Green) 

 
From the above it is visible that even some of the most successful artists (i.e. Britney Spears) have 
covered old songs and have managed to be very successful and at times outselling their original 
recordings.  
 
The above are covered songs, this does not even take into account the many-copied samples (the 
background beat) used in other songs, i.e. Fat Man scoop (copy of Blackstreet, ‘gotta get you home 
tonight’).  The below is a list taken from www.whosampled.com which shows the top ten sampled 
songs, quite a few familiar names…. 
 



 

Girl Talk 
Sampled 445 
songs 

DJ Premier 
Sampled 366 
songs 

Jay-Z 
Sampled 234 
songs 

Public Enemy 
Sampled 229 
songs 

Dr. Dre 
Sampled 224 
songs 

Kanye West 
Sampled 203 
songs 

Nas 
Sampled 203 
songs 

Beastie Boys 
Sampled 196 
songs 

De La Soul 
Sampled 175 
songs 

Ice Cube 
Sampled 167 
songs 

 

 
The below are some of the biggest names in urban music, but if they have sampled so many songs, 
has the essence of the actual music really changed? 
 
To show the other side of the debate, let’s consider the way the music is created. The urban music 
scene has come a long way from ‘beat boxing’ and a long way from the traditional live band recordings. 
These days the majority of urban tracks are produced via high tech computer equipment and even 
created via music programmes on the Playstation and Xbox. The fact that we can do this today is a 
testament at the progress this industry has made regarding technology. 
 
To summarise the above, although urban music has changed in the last 10 years, my argument is that only the 
delivery has significantly changed, whereas the actual music itself has changed little. If you have any opinions on 
this, please feel free to email the focus team on youth.publisher@navnat.com, we would welcome any alternative 
views. 

Ranbir – The Current Face of Pepsi 

Ranbir is the current face of Pepsi, which is incredible considering that Ranbir was only 
a short time ago little-known. Ranbir is the only guy in the industry who’s known to 
make it big in such a short time. His easy smile, youthfulness, charming persona, and 
lively spirit is famous with the ladies and the men alike. Pepsi and Ranbir appear to be 
a good match. Pepsi make themselves appear to stand for freshness and audacious 
self belief, and Ranbir fits this bill completely. 

Salman -  to Quit Smoking 

Bollywood actor Salman Khan, was rushed to the Geetanjali Hospital in Wai, on Monday 
night after a fire erupted on the sets of Arbaaz Khan’s ‘Dabanng’, causing smoke 
congestion. He complained discomfort and soon he was rushed to the hospital . There 
the doctor advised Salman Khan to give up smoking as it would cause a great harm to his 
health. 

Shahid’s Michael Jackson dance at Filmfare 2010 

Check out the Filmfare 2010 promo that is aired on Sony Entertainment Television featuring Shahid Kapoor 
paying tribute to King of Pop Michael Jackson. wow, look at how Shahid does MJ’s signature moonwalk with such 
ease. Can’t wait to see the rest of the performance and especially see him perform my favourite song – Thriller.



 

 

 

Starring: Aamir Khan, R. Madhavan, Sharman Joshi, Kareena Kapoor, Omi Vaidya, Parikshit 
Sahni 

Directed by: Rajkumar Hirani   
Running Time: 164 minutes 
By Anonymous - Rating: 5/5  

By far the best film I’ve seen in a long time. One tip when you go and see this – and 
you have to go and see it – is to completely let yourself be taken away by it. Don’t 

think too hard, just be carried away by the storyline, which follows two friends (Madhavan and Sharman 
Joshi) who are searching for their third musketeer. We follow their flashbacks as they recount how 
Rancho (Amir Khan) has touched their lives, following their stories through university and how Rancho 
has inspired and influenced them. Then one day Rancho disappears, without even a word of goodbye 
and the friends set off in search for him. Touching on themes of pressure, career, friendship, and 
confirming to the world the film is sad, funny, and joyful all at once. Kareena provides the love story, 
which does not take centre stage in the film and is added as an afterthought. Amir Khan’s films are now 
the best around, and his acting in this is sublime. How he can still look and act like a 20 year old fresh-
faced boy is beyond me, but he manages it perfectly, capturing youthful innocence with an oddball 
naivety. 3 idiots is funny, but not overly so, sad without being depressing, touching without being over 
emotional. I really enjoyed this film and would easily have gone back to the cinema straight afterwards 
to watch it again. “All is well” is the catchphrase of the film, and indeed with this film, “all is well”. 

Book Review: Unaccustomed Earth – Short Stories – by Jhumpa Lahiri  

By Urvi Vora 

Jhumpha Lahiri’s writing is reknowned for being a teller of stories about the Bengali 
immigrant’s hardships in America, being a Bengali-American herself there is no doubt of 
there being a biographical element to her work. 

However, whereas as previous books such as ‘The Namesake’ were told from the first 
generation Bengali immigrants point of view, ‘Unaccustomed Earth’ differs. Through a 
collection of short stories we are shown what life was like for their children and what effects it 

had on their adult life and the relationships they formed henceforth. 

The stories differ in content, from telling us about Ruma, the fiercely independent daughter who vows never to 
follow in the footsteps of her mother and give things up for ‘the sake of marriage’ yet does exactly that when in her 
rebelliousness she marries her white husband Adam to the story of Usha and the unique relationship she forms 
with her mother whilst realizing that she was once in love with another man apart from her father. The most 
compelling of these, however, is the compilation of stories about ‘Hema and Kaushik,’ these take us from the 
innocence of their childhood, to their difficulties as teenagers and then move on to their relationships as adults. I 
won’t spoil the story but the twist at the end is truly unexpected and heartbreaking! 

The single thread that keeps these stories together is the fact that you can relate to a part of each and every 
protagonist whether you are a Bengali-American or a British-Indian. As we move through life we all experience the 
same turmoil between how we want to lead our life due to the surroundings we are brought up in and the pull that 
our heritage has on us and the values this gives us. On reflection, what disturbed me when I finished reading the 
book was that despite their tries at ‘doing the right thing’ or their attempts to rebel against what was expected of 
them from society and take their own path, none of the characters seemed happy in the end. 

These dilemmas and the self-reflection they would cause in any second-generation British-Indian where what kept 
me gripped from start to end. Thus, this book is definitely worth a read, buy a copy if possible as you’ll find 
yourself flitting back to it for many a year to come! 



Entry requirements

A-Levels A/Bs

Degree: Four years, MPHARM

GCSEs: Minimum B in English and Maths

When to apply for jobs:

Before applying for jobs, during your third/final you must apply for a Pre-registration 
position at a registered premises. It is advisable to apply for summer placements whilst 
at University to companies such as Boots, Lloyds and Tesco, or even hospitals as this 
increases your chances later on.

Day-to-Day
As I am a Hospital Pre-registration student, my day-to-day routine would be a lot 

different  compared to those who would be working in a community pharmacy. During 
the training year, I am rotated through different sections within the Pharmacy 

department at the hospital, so my daily routine changes depending on this. This makes 
working in hospital a lot more exciting as I get to experience a lot of different roles that 

a pharmacist may undertake. The sections include the dispensary, this is where 
prescriptions are labelled and dispensed, then supplied to the patients (In-patients or 

Out-patients). Medicines Information is another of my rotations, it is essentially an 
enquiry helpline for patients and members of staff  where we solve any queries 

regarding a patients treatment. Another rotation is technical services, where medical 
treatments are made up within a specialised unit. It is most commonly used for 

chemotherapy treatments and special creams. 

Benefits of being a 
Pharmacist

I feel there are many 
benefits of being a 
pharmacist, particularly 
job stability, as there 
are always jobs 
available. The basic 
salary is good and 
there is always the 
option of further 
studying should you 
want to develop 
yourself further.

Places  you can work at

Community (Boots, Lloyds, 
etc); 

Hospital Trusts; and

Industrial (GSK, Pfizer, 
etc).

Why I became a Pharmacist
I was always interested in the scientific field of work and 

this naturally led me to patient centred healthcare. 
Pharmacy was a career I felt perfectly suited me. With job 

stability and a good salary to go along with what I could see 
myself doing, it seemed like ideal degree course. A four 

year course at University I felt was perfect, and I truly had a 
fantastic time at Aston. Being in the hospital I enjoy working 
with a large number of other healthcare professionals and 

the patient interaction is on a much larger scale than at 
community. Therefore, I feel like the reward from hospital 
pharmacy is much greater and this keeps me motivated.

The challenge
The pharmacy profession has taken a new direction of 
late and has now become a lot more challenging. This 
has had an effect on degree courses at Universities, 

which have incorporated a lot more clinical based 
modules. Pharmacy has always been a popular degree 

course and there is always a lot of competition when 
applying for University and also for the Pre-registration 

training year that follows.

Disadvantages
I would say this 
depends on the field of 
work you go into. 
Having said that I don’t 
think there are many 
disadvantages involved 
with Pharmacy, 
perhaps it is hard to 
keep up with all the 
latest developments as 
the laws are constantly 
changing and being 
updated. 

by Rajiv Mehta, who completed the Master of Pharmacy Degree course at Aston University, and is 
currently working at Chelsea and Westminster Hospital doing his Pre-Registration Training.

Potential Earnings:

This varies on a number of factors. In Hospital 
pharmacy you start at a band 5 (approx. £24,000 
excluding tax) during your pre-registration year 
and you have the potential to work your way up 
through the bands, which increases your salary. 
In community, depending on where you do your 
pre-registration, you would start at approximately 
£18,000 and then once you qualify this would 
approximately double.



Pre-Registration
The pre-registration year is a very tough year that takes place after 
your 4 years at university, at the end of which you need to sit an 
exam. If you pass this exam you become a registered pharmacist so it 
is very important. You can apply anywhere that is a registered 
teaching premises. Along with the pre-registration exam, there are a 
lot of performance standards that you must meet and you need to 
provide evidence that you are competent at being a pharmacist.

Interview Tips for Job applications

“Failing to prepare is preparation for 
failure”. I think its as simple as that. 
Confidence is key to passing any 
interview, if you can hold your nerves 
and walk into an interview showing 
confidence but not arrogance your 
chances of passing should increase. 
Personally, I feel that confidence grows 
with how prepared you are. A person 
who has prepared well would naturally 
be confident as they would feel they 
could answer any question asked. 
However, a person who hasn’t 
prepared would be more nervous and 
apprehensive as to the questions that 
he/she may be asked.

Frequently Asked Questions

Why Pharmacy?

Why [company/organisation]?

Scenario questions relating to 
leadership, team management and 
commitment.

What could you bring to our company?

Clinical questions relating to drugs, side 
effects, interactions, etc.

How would you handle a patient 
causing conflict?

How would you describe yourself in 
three words?

What are your long term goals?

Why do u feel we should employ you?

This is just an example of the sorts of 
questions you may encounter in an 
interview.

Extra useful materials

www.pjonline.com

www.rpsgb.org.uk

Work Experience 
Work experience is essential in trying to enter the field of pharmacy, 

especially when applying for Universities. If you do feel that pharmacy 
is your chosen career try and look for a job/work experience anywhere 

within a pharmacy setting, whether it’s a Boots, Tesco or an 
independent or even hospitals because this experience is very 

valuable. Not only will it look good on your application form, but you 
yourself will learn a lot and this will help throughout University. The 

best times would be either during the weekends or whilst on holiday 
leave from school, for example during the summer. The best way to 

get work experience in this field is to hand out updated CVs to 
Pharmacies. However, some companies advertise vacancies through 

the internet so it might be a good idea to have a look online too.

Important: If you have an interest in this career, want to know more, want advice as to pre-
registration etc, or are a fellow pharmacist and want to network, please get in touch at: 

youth.publisher@navnat.com

Work/Life Balance

This is an essential part of your general lifestyle and should 
be practised from your time at University. Whilst, I was at 
Aston University I had to ensure I efficiently managed my 
time. It was essential that I got the balance between doing 
my work and socialising right. Pharmacy is a very difficult 
course with a hectic timetable, so keeping on top of things 
was very difficult. However, if you are able to prioritise and 
manage time effectively, there is no reason why you 
couldn’t enjoy other aspects of University life too, which I 
feel are equally as important.




